
1959–75, USA, 16mm, 60 min + discussion 
Presented in collaboration with the Chicago Film Archives. 

Wayne Boyer (1937, Chicago) began making animated films as a teen-
ager when he discovered that his father’s 8mm movie camera had a single 
frame release. He went on to study at the Institute of Design and, along 
with Larry Janiak, headed the newly formed filmmaking division at Morton 
Goldsholl Design Associates, an award-winning graphics and industrial 
design studio. In 1965 he was invited by the University of Illinois at Chi-
cago to establish a photography, film and animation program in the School 
of Art & Design. During his tenure there, he established his own studio, 
producing public service, educational, and personal experimental films. 
He was part of Chicago’s early underground filmmaking community and a 
member of the Center Cinema Coop, an artist-run distributor for indepen-
dent films. He is currently Professor Emeritus at UIC.

Larry Janiak (1938, Chicago) began making films as a student at Chi-
cago’s Lane Tech High School. He studied at the Institute of Design and, 
along with Wayne Boyer, headed the newly formed film division at Morton 
Goldsholl Design Associates. Janiak left Goldsholl in 1968 for the Institute 
of Design, where he taught design animation and experimental filmmaking 
courses for 12 years. He played an active role in Chicago’s underground 
film community, helping to found Center Cinema Coop, an artist-run dis-
tributor of independent films, and a film workshop and screening space in 
Chicago’s Lakeview neighborhood. He devoted himself to spiritual prac-
tice in 1983 and lived at the Vivekananda Vedanta Temple and monastery 
until the early 1990s.

program

Faces and Fortunes      
(Goldsholl Design & Film Associates 1959, 16mm, Color, Sound, 12 
min.)       
This sponsored film from Chicago’s Goldsholl Design & Film Associates 
captures the lively world of pre-1960s advertising through animation and 
collage techniques. As a filmic treatise on corporate identity, Faces and 
Fortunes explores the legacy and importance of “personality” achieved 

through the branding practices of industries, organizations and compa-
nies. The film was sponsored by the Kimberly-Clark Corporation, produced 
and directed by Morton Goldsholl, conceived by Millie Goldsholl and ex-
ecuted by Wayne Boyer, Larry Janiak and Millie. Preserved by Chicago 
Film Archives with support from the National Film Preservation Foundation.

Drop City       
(Wayne Boyer, 1968, 16mm., Color, Sound, 5 min.)   
An experimental documentary on Drop City, a famous counterculture art-
ists’ community once located near Trinidad, Colorado. Inspired by the ar-
chitectural ideas of Buckminster Fuller and Steve Baer, residents of the 
commune constructed geodesic domes out of salvaged materials – culled 
lumber, bottle caps and chopped-out car tops. Drop City became a lab 
for experimental building, and in 1966 Fuller himself honored Drop City 
with his Dymaxion Award for “poetically economic structural accomplish-
ments.” Boyer made the film with only two 100′ rolls of 16mm film, each 
roll being run through the camera twice, each pass with a different mask 
in front of the camera. The result of these precise techniques is a dynamic 
superimposed tour of one of the first rural communes of the 1960s.

Disintegration Line #1 (DL1)    
(Larry Janiak, 1960, 16mm, b&w, silent, 9 min.)   
“A direct animation film featuring black and white full frame motion as 
opalescent as the dancing night sky. The abstract animation field tex-
tures subtly depict the infinitesimal nuclei of energy called Tanmatra, a 
moving field of aggregates of atoms and cosmic motion called the dance 
of Shiva.”--Larry Janiak. Preserved by Chicago Film Archives with sup-
port from the National Film Preservation Foundation. 

wayne boyer and larry janiak:
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(program continued)

The Building: Chicago Stock Exchange    
(Wayne Boyer, 1975, 16mm, color, sound, 12 min)  
A documentary on the 1972 demolition of the landmark Adler & Sullivan-
designed building at 30 North LaSalle Street. Architect John Vinci, pho-
tographer & preservationist Richard Nickel and others discuss the Adler 
& Sullivan building, its destruction, and the acquisition of the Board of 
Trade room by the Art Institute of Chicago. The film is dedicated to Rich-
ard Nickel, who died tragically during the demolition of the building. 

Adam’s Film       
(Larry Janiak, 1963, 16mm, color, sound, 9 min)   
A visual collage experiment that combines live action footage with ab-
stract images and textures drawn directly on 16mm film. The soundtrack 
consists of assorted tape loops, while the live action footage captures 
scenes from an early Chicago Earth Day parade and a casual Janiak fam-
ily gathering. Inspired by musique concrète and the work and writings 
of John Cage and Gertrude Stein. Preserved by Chicago Film Archives 
with support from the National Film Preservation Foundation.

Agamemnon in New York      
(Wayne Boyer & Larry Janiak, 1964, 16mm, b&w, sound., 4.5 min.) 
What started as a film test on new sync-sound film equipment quickly be-
came a short film documenting the typical nuttiness behind the scenes 
at Goldsholl Design & Film Associates, a Chicago-based design firm 
that employed both Boyer and Janiak. Janiak ad libs alone, as no one else 
would come out from the behind the camera. Shot by Wayne Boyer and 
edited by Janiak, a home movie. 

George & Martha Revisited     
(Wayne Boyer, 1967, 16mm, B&W, Sound, 8 min.)   
Still images of action and gesture from Mike Nichols’ Who’s Afraid Of 
Virgina Woof? (1966) are used to transform Edward Albee’s charac-
ters into the haunting shells of people they have become. To achieve 
this stunning effect, Boyer re-photographed the entire feature using a 

specially made camera that slowly recorded images off of the screen. 
This one minute of film was then expanded to eight minutes, resulting in 
a re-examination of the entire structure of a feature film – dramatic line, 
duration relationships and a particulate disassembly of the frames them-
selves. 

Disintegration Line #2 (DL2)     
(Larry Janiak, 1970, 16mm, color, sound, 12 min. )  
“An optically printed full color randomly animated film set to Gamelan 
music. Full field abstract images progress in subtle visual sequences in 
discernible steps of intensity. DL2 is a film expressing the spirituality in 
art, a view of the cosmos as dancing atoms.”--Larry Janiak. Preserved by 
Chicago Film Archives with support from the National Film Preservation 
Foundation.
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